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the more info, the better help you get, you should start by reading im using ubuntu 16.10 live cd and im trying to
use adb to do a ls on my sdcard which was mounted on a dir. adb cant see the sdcard what is wrong with my adb
dkdhm, You may have to enable it via the file manager how to im new to ubuntu 16.04 Do you know how to
access the file manager from the live cd? yes. i have it open. Ok. Are you able to see your sdcard? i can view its
contents but cant see the files Ok, right click the icon for your sdcard and go to properties yes i can view and i
can view its contents. Click on the tab'mounted' ok there is the sdcard The live cd is only seeing your sdcard as a
usb drive Does it say 'USB Drive' on the tab'mounted'? no thats when i go to file manager Try unmounting the
sdcard from file manager and then click'removable devices' You may have to navigate to the mount point of the
sdcard. Try opening nautilus and then go to Places > Computer and look for it there ok. thank you now i can see
it i can click on it and i can run ls command its working Awesome :D Are you able to mount it as a dir via the
live cd now? yes Then you should be able to browse it, drag/drop files, etc
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MoviesFlixPro.Org is the best website/platform for Bollywood HD and Hollywood movies. We provide direct
download links from Google Drive for fast and safe... Bollywood made films are distributed all over the world
and are considered among the most popular films in the Indian subcontinent. Films made in Bollywood are one
of the most popular cinematic categories and tend to compete with their American brothers, especially in India
and around the world. fffad4f19a
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